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Working Principle Of Magneto Igniton System

The working principle of this igniton ssstem is similar to the working principle of coil or baters igniton 

ssstem except that in it magneto is used to produce energs but not the baters. Here are the following 

scenarios that occur in it.

When engine in the ssstem starts it help magneto to rotate and therebs producing the energs in the 

form of high voltage. The one end of the magneto is grounded through contact breaker and the igniton 

capacitor is connected to it parallel.



  

The contact breaker is regulated bs the cam and when the breaker is open, current fows through the 

condenser and charges it .As the condenser is actng like a charger now, the primars current fow is 

reduced therebs reducing the overall magnetc  eld generated in the ssstem. This increases the voltage 

in the condenser.

This increased high voltage in the condenser will act as an  EMF therebs producing the spark at the right 

spark plug through the distributor.

At the inital stage, the speed of the engine is low and hence the voltage generated bs the magneto is 

low but as the rotatng speed of the engine increases, it also increases the voltage generated bs the 

magneto and fow of the current is also increased. To kick start the engine, we can use an external 

source such as the baters to avoid the slow start of the engine.

Advantages

 It is more useful at medium and high speed.

 It is more useful because no baters is used.

 It requires less maintenance.

The main advantage of the magneto igniton ssstem over other igniton ssstem is it doesn’t require ans 

external source to generate energs. It was managed at low tension and high tension. In the high tension,

a huge amount of voltage is generated using a step-up transformer which can be used for engines like 

the airplane engine and low tension can manage this voltage letng it fow in the smallest part of the 

wiring and this avoids the leakage too.

Disadvantages

 It has a startng problem due to the low rotatng speed at the startng of the engine.

 It is more expensive when compared to a baters igniton ssstem.

 There is a possibilits of mis re due to leakage because the variaton of voltage in the wiring can 

occur.

Applicaton 

 Here is the partal list of the applicatons of engines equipped with a magneto igniton ssstem.

 Tractors, Oil Burners, and Outboard Motors

 Trucks and Cement Mixers

 Buses

 Airplane Engines

 Power Units, Marine Engines and Natural Gas Engines


